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CHROME VOX: Exiting Main article

 Alt text for images and image added with alt text

 Apple Mac on desk with keyboard and speakers

 An image with no alt text

 Vortex image with a caption and no alt text added

	 WordPress	filled	it	in	from	the	image	title

 Ared panda next to a bamboo tree

 A red panda next to a bamboo tree with an alt text caption

 Pilot whale in the ocean squirting water through a blowhole

  Pilot whale in the ocean squirting water through a blowhole with a different 
caption

  Person with legs sticking out from a laundry I know I told you to clean up 
your act but this is ridiculous

 Purely decorative image digital art 144 4490 underscore 640

 Image link click here to order from Amazon 

 Image with description that links to an attachment page 

 Mix vegetable with a knife on a wooden table

 Long description or text to this 

 cleaning products Manchester

 cleaning products Wigan

 cleaning products offered

 cleaning products 

 hide image with no alt text with WP accessibility acted

 Football 3dd 

  Image alt text for this image is the same as the title. In most cases, that 
means that the alt attribute has been automatically provided from the 
image	file	name.	

 Purely decorative image with WP accessibility acted

 Decorative image not initially labeled as decorative

 Captioned image with blank wall attribute: Edinburgh Castle as seen   
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 through Princes Street Gardens

[VOICEOVER]: VoiceOver on Chrome Alt text for images 2015 site 

 Alt text for images and image added with alt text

 Apple Mac on desk with keyboard speakers

 An image with no alt text

 Vortex image with a caption and no alt text added

	 WordPress	image	fills	it	in	from	the	image	title

 A red panda next to a bamboo tree with alt text and the same caption

 Pilot whale in the ocean squirting water through a blowhole

 Image with alt text and a different caption

 I know I told you to clean up your act but this is ridiculous. 

 Purely decorative image digital art 144490 underline 640

 Click here to order from Amazon

 Image description that links to an attachment page 

 Mixed vegetables with a knife on a wooden table 

 Long description: Mixed vegetables with a knife on a wooden table

 Long description spammy alt: Don’t do this 

 Cleaning products Manchester

 Cleaning products Wigan

 Cleaning products Salford

 Cleaning products offered

 Hide image with no alt text with WP accessibility active

 Football 3d 

  The alt text for this image is the same as the title.  In most cases this means 
that	the	alt	attribute	has	been	automatically	provided	from	the	image	file	
name.

 Purely decorative image with WP accessibility active

 Not initially labeled as decorative

 Captioned image with blank alt attribute

 Edinburgh castle as seen from Princes Garden

 Group has keyboard focus
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